JOIN THE REVOLUTIONARY
TZURBA M’RABANAN
LEARNING PROGRAM
NOW IN ENGLISH!
VOLUME 6 AVAILABLE SOON!

OVER 20,000 LEARNERS IN HUNDREDS OF COMMUNITIES ALL OVER THE WORLD

A systematic and concise learning method, from the Talmudic source through modern-day halachic application

Clear and concise introductions and a modern English translation alongside the original Hebrew text

Color-coded sections, icons and elucidation to guide the learner, in addition to in-depth essays and responsa to complement the learning

Cover 300 major topics in Shulchan Aruch, learning once a week during a four-year cycle

Tzurba M’Rabanan is available as a podcast on all major platforms, including iTunes, Spotify and Google

VISIT WWW.TZURBAOOLAMI.COM TO ORDER BOOKS OR TO FIND A LOCAL SHIUR